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A Cayley graph or digraph Cay(G, S) of a finite group G is called a CI-graph of
G if, for any T/G, Cay(G, S)$Cay(G, T ) if and only if S_=T for some _ # Aut(G).
We study the problem of determining which Cayley graphs and digraphs for a given
group are CI-graphs. A finite group G is called a connected m-DCI-group (or connected
m-CI-group) if all connected Cayley digraphs (or connected Cayley graphs, respec-
tively) of G of (out)-valency at most m are CI-graphs. For a group G, let p(G) be the
smallest prime divisor of |G|. It was previously shown that all finite groups G are
connected ( p(G)&1)-DCI-groups and all finite groups G are connected 2( p(G)&1)-
CI-groups. In this paper, for every prime p, we construct infinitely many finite groups
G such that p(G)= p and G is neither a connected p-DCI-group nor a connected
2p-CI-group, which provides solutions for several open problems in this area.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Let G be a finite group. For a subset S of G which does not contain the
identity of G, the associated Cayley digraph of G is the directed graph
Cay(G, S) with vertex set G and with x adjacent to y if and only if yx&1 # S.
It easily follows that Cay(G, S) is connected if and only if (S)=G. Further,
if S=S&1 :=[s&1 | s # S], then the adjacency relation is symmetric, and so
Cay(G, S) may be viewed as an undirected graph, called a Cayley graph.
A Cayley graph or digraph Cay(G, S) is called a CI-graph of G if,
whenever Cay(G, S)$Cay(G, T ), there is an element _ # Aut(G) such that
S_=T (CI stands for Cayley isomorphism). One long-standing open problem
about Cayley graphs is to determine which Cayley graphs and digraphs for a
given group are CI-graphs. This is the so-called isomorphism problem for
Cayley graphs, and has received a lot of attentions in the literature (see for
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the classification problem of certain graphs, (see for example [20]). In this
paper, we investigate this problem for connected Cayley graphs and
digraphs.
A finite group G is called a connected m-DCI-group if all connected Cayley
digraphs of G of out-valency at most m are CI-graphs; while G is called a
connected m-CI-group if all connected Cayley graphs of G of valency at
most m are CI-graphs.
It was shown in [3] that all abelian groups are connected 2-DCI-groups
and connected 4-CI-groups; while a complete classification of abelian
connected 3-DCI-groups and abelian connected 5-CI-groups was obtained
by Meng and Xu in [16, 22]. Further, it was proved in [11] that all p-groups
are connected 2( p&1)-CI-groups, where p is a prime. In [20], such a
property is applied to prove that Holt’s graph is the unique vertex- and
edge-transitive but not arc-transitive graph of order 27 and valency 4. For
a finite group G, let p(G) denote the smallest prime divisor of |G|. It was
proved in [11] that every finite group G is a connected ( p(G)&1)-DCI-
group, and if in addition G is abelian then G is a connected p(G)-DCI-group;
further, a complete classification of abelian connected ( p(G)+1)-DCI-groups
was obtained in [12]. A natural question was proposed in [11].
Question A. Is every finite group G a connected p(G)-DCI-group and
a connected 2p(G)-CI-group?
For small values of p(G), Xu (1993) presented the following conjecture;
refer to [21, 22].
Conjecture B. All finite groups are connected 2-DCI-groups.
We shall answer Question A and Conjecture B in the negative by producing
a family of counterexamples. We shall also give infinitely many counter-
examples to another conjecture made by Xu as below.
A Cayley digraph Cay(G, S) is called a minimal Cayley graph of G if S
is a minimal generating subset of G, that is, (S) =G and, for any proper
subset R of S, (R) {G. A Cayley digraph Cay(G, S) is said to be minimum
if |S| is the smallest size of generating subsets of G.
Conjecture C (Xu [21]). Every minimal Cayley graph is a CI-graph.
Huang and Meng [9] proved that this is true for cyclic groups. The
author [13] proved this conjecture for abelian groups of odd order and
found a single counterexample of abelian group of even order. Feng and
Xu [6] extended a result of [13] which leads to a proof that every minimum
Cayley digraph of abelian groups is a CI-graph. The following theorem is the
main result of this paper, which shows that Conjecture C is not true even
for minimum Cayley digraphs.
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Theorem 1.1. (1) For any prime p, there exist infinitely many finite
groups G such that p(G)= p and G is neither a connected p-DCI-group nor
a connected 2p-CI-group.
(2) There exist infinitely many minimum Cayley digraphs which are
not CI-graphs of the corresponding groups.
As mentioned above, it was shown in [11, Theorem 1] that every group
G is a connected ( p(G)&1)-DCI-group. However, by Theorem 1.1, there
exist groups G which are not connected p(G)-DCI-groups. We are inclined
to think that there are no ‘‘many’’ such groups. Thus we would like to
propose:
Problem 1.2. (1) Determine groups G which are not connected
p(G)-DCI-groups.
(2) Determine groups G which are not connected m-CI-groups for
p(G)m2p(G).
For this problem, it is worth noting that if p(G)=2 then the candidates
for G are all finite groups of even order which can be generated by two
elements; while if p(G)>2 then the candidates for G are of odd order and
so are soluble. Thus it might be easier to solve the problem for the case
p(G)>2 than for the case p(G)=2.
It is straightforward to check that all finite groups are connected 2-CI-
groups. However, it seems hard to determine connected 2-DCI-groups and
connected 3-CI-groups. In [14], it is conjectured that all finite simple
groups are connected 2-DCI-groups, and it is shown that the simple groups
PSL(2, q) are connected 2-DCI-groups. Here we conjecture that all finite
groups are connected 3-CI-groups.
It has been shown by the author that all finite simple groups are con-
nected 2-DCI-groups and connected 3-CI-groups.
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1
The notation and terminology used in the paper are standard (see, for
example, [5]). In particular, let Zn denote the cyclic group of order n. For
a group G and a subgroup H of G, |G : H|=|G||H| denotes the index of
H in G, and NG(H) and CG(H) denote the normalizer and the centralizer
of H in G, respectively. For two groups G and H, G<H denotes a semidirect
product of G by H. For a set 0, we use Sym(0) to denote the symmetric
group on 0. For a graph or digraph 1, let Aut 1 be the full automorphism
group of 1. Let 1(:) be the neighbourhood of the vertex : of 1. For a
subgroup G of Aut 1, the graph 1 is said to be G-vertex-transitive or
G-arc-transitive if G acts transitively on the set of vertices or on the set of
arcs of 1, respectively.
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Let 1 be a finite connected B-arc-transitive digraph, and let B*=
(B: | : # V1). Then B* \B and the follow property holds.
Lemma 2.1 ([18, Proposition 2.1]). The quotient group BB*$Zr for
some r dividing the girth of 1.
The graphs satisfying our requirements are defined as follows.
Definition 2.2 (see [18]). Let p be a prime, r3, and s1 be integers.
Define Cr( p, s) to be the digraph with vertex set Zr_Z sp with ((i, x), ( j, y))
an arc, for x=(x1 , ..., xs) and y=( y1 , ..., ys) # Zsp , if and only if j=i+1
and y=( y1 , x1 , ..., xs&1).
Clearly Cr( p, s) is of order rps. Moreover, Praeger [18] obtained a
characterization result for such digraphs.
Theorem 2.3 (Praeger [18]). Let p be a prime and 1 a connected digraph
of out-valency p. Suppose that BAut 1 has an abelian normal subgroup N
which is not semiregular on the vertices of 1. If 1 is a B-arc-transitive digraph,
then 1$Cr( p, t), where r=|B : B*| and 1tr&1.
Next we shall construct the digraphs Cr( p, t) as Cayley digraphs of
certain subgroups of AGL(1, pd). Our arguments are based on properties
of the groups AGL(1, pd), GL(1, pd), A1L(1, pd), and 1L(1, pd), which
can be found in [5, pp. 190200]. In particular, we have that
AGL(1, pd)=Zdp < GL(1, p
d)$Zdp < Zp d&1 ,
A1L(1, pd)=Zdp < 1L(1, p
d)$Zdp < (Zpd&1 < Zd),
1L(1, pd)=GL(1, pd) < Zd .
Lemma 2.4. Let G=Zdp < (z) AGL(1, p
d) such that Zdp is a minimal
normal subgroup of G. Let a be an element of G of order p, and for a positive
integer i with 1i<o(z), let Si=[zi, a&1zia, ..., a&p+1ziap&1]. Then Cay(G, Si)
$Co(z)( p, d).
Proof. Let 1=Cay(G, Si) and let A=Aut 1. Then 1 is a connected
digraph of valency p. Let _a be the inner-automorphism of G induced
by a. Then _a # Aut(G, S), so _a # NA(G) (see [7, Lemma 2.1]). Now B :=
G < (_a)$G < Zp and, therefore, 1 is a B-arc transitive digraph of valency p.
Since B=(G, _a), every element of B induces an inner-automorphism of G.
Thus BCB(G) is isomorphic to a subgroup of Inn(G), the group of all
automorphisms of G induced by elements of G. Since the centre of G is trivial,
it follows that B=C_G where C=CB(G), and so C$Zp . Let M=Z dp
and N=C_M. Then N is an elementary abelian p-group and normal in B.
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Since |N| does not divide |V1 |, N is not semiregular on V1. By Theorem 2.3,
1$Cr( p, t), where r=|B : B*| and 1tr&1. Since the girth of 1 is at
most o(z), by Lemma 2.1, ro(z). Since |V1 |=|G|= pdo(z) and Cr( p, t)
is of order ptr, it follows that r=o(z) and t=d, that is, 1=Co(z)( p, d ). K
Now we construct some Cayley graphs and digraphs which are not
CI-graphs.
Lemma 2.5. Let p be a prime, and let d be a positive integer. Let
G=Zdp < ZlAGL(1, p
d) such that Zdp is a minimal normal subgroup of G.
(1) Suppose that there exists k # [2, ..., l&1]"[ pi (mod l ) | 0i<d]
such that k is coprime to l. Then G has a connected Cayley digraph of out-
valency p which is not a CI-graph.
(2) Suppose that there exists k # [2, 3, ..., l&2]"[ pi, &pi (mod l ) | 0
i<d] such that k is coprime to l. Then G has a connected Cayley (undirected)
graph of valency 2p which is not a CI-graph.
Proof. Let N=Zdp . Since N is a minimal normal subgroup of G, Zl is
irreducible on N and so G is primitive on N (by conjugation). Therefore,
CSym(N)(G)=1, and it follows that NSym(N)(G) is isomorphic to a subgroup
B of Aut(G). Since Zl is normal in 1L(1, pd), G is normal in A1L(1, pd).
Thus A1L(1, pd )NSym(N)(G)$BAut(G)=: A, so A is a 2-transitive
permutation group on elements of N. As N is a characteristic subgroup of
G, N is a normal subgroup of A, and hence, Zl $GN IAN. By Hering’s
theorem (see [15, p. 512]), it follows that A=A1L(1, pd) since Zl is
irreducible on N.
(1) Take a, z # G such that o(a)= p and o(z)=l. Let k be an integer
in [2, ..., l&1]"[ p i (mod l ) | 0i<d]. Let S=[z, za, ..., zap&1] and T=
[zk, (zk)a, ..., (zk)ap&1]. By Lemma 2.4, Cay(G, S)$Cl ( p, d )$Cay(G, T ).
Suppose that Cay(G, S) is a CI-graph. Then there exists : # Aut(G) such
that S:=T. Since Aut(G)|S (the restriction of Aut(G) to S) is transitive
on S, we may assume that z:=zk. Thus : # NA((z) )=1L(1, pd), and it
follows that : is a Frobenius automorphism of G, that is, z:=z pi for some
i # [0, 1, ..., d&1]. Therefore, k= pi (mod l ), which is a contradiction.
(2) Take a, z # G such that o(a)= p and o(z)=l. Let k be an integer
in [2, 3, ..., l&2]"[ pi, &pi (mod l) | 0i<d]. Let S0=[z, za, ..., za
p&1]
and T0=[zk, (zk)a, ..., (zk)a
p&1]. By Lemma 2.4, Cay(G, S0)$Cl ( p, d )$
Cay(G, T0). Let S=S0 _ S &10 and T=T0 _ T
&1
0 . Then Cay(G, S)$
Cay(G, T). Suppose that Cay(G, S) is a CI-graph. Then there exists : # Aut(G)
such that S:=T. Since Aut(G)|S0 is transitive on S0 , we may assume that
z:=zk or z&k. Thus : # NA((z) )=1L(1, pd), and it follows that : is a
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Frobenius automorphism of G, namely, z:=z pi for some i # [0, 1, ..., d&1].
Therefore, k= pi or &pi (mod l ), which is a contradiction. K
To complete the proof of Theorem 1.1, we need a result of number
theory. A prime q is called a primitive prime divisor of pd&1 if q divides
pd&1 but q does not divide pi&1 for any i<d. Note that this implies that
p has order d modulo q and hence that q#1 (mod d). In particular
qd+1. Moreover, we have a result of Zsigmondy.
Theorem 2.6 (see [10, p. 508]). Let p, d be positive integers. Then
either pd&1 has a primitive prime divisor, or ( p, d )=(2u&1, 2) for some u,
or (2, 6).
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 1.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. (1) Let p be a prime, and let d be an integer such
that d=d1 d2 satisfies d1max[3, p] and d22. By Theorem 2.6, pd&1 has
a primitive prime q1 , and pd1&1 has a primitive prime divisor q2 . Now
q1d+1>p and q2d1+1>p. Let l=q1 q2 , and let .(l ) be the Euler
.-function of l, namely the number of positive integers less than l and
coprime to l. Then .(l )=(q1&1)(q2&1)dd13d>2d+3. Therefore,
[2, 3, ..., l&2]"[ pi, &pi (mod p) | 0id&1] contains an integer k which
is coprime to l. Let G=Zdp < ZlAGL(1, p
d). Then p is the smallest prime
divisor of |G|, and Zdp is a minimal normal subgroup of G. Therefore, by
Lemma 2.5, G is neither a connected p-DCI-group not a connected 2p-CI-group.
(2) Let p=2, and let d, l be as in the previous paragraph. Then
G=Zd2 < Zl (AGL(1, 2
d)) is not a connected 2-DCI-group. Thus there
exists a subset S of G"[1] such that Cay(G, S) is connected and not a
CI-graph. Since G is not cyclic, S is a minimum generating subset of G and
Cay(G, S) is a minimum Cayley graph which is not a CI-graph. This
completes the proof of the theorem. K
By Lemma 2.5, we have the following result.
Corollary 2.7. If d3 is an integer, then AGL(1, 2d) is not a connected
2-DCI-group. If d5 is an integer, then AGL(1, 2d) is not a connected
4-CI-group.
Note that AGL(1, 2)$Z2 and AGL(1, 4)$Z22 < Z3 $A4 . It follows
from [8, 14] that AGL(1, 4) is a connected 2-DCI and 4-CI-group, and
further by the corollary, AGL(1, 8) is not a connected 2-DCI-group.
However, it is not known whether AGL(1, 8) is a connected 4-CI-group.
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